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Barry Buchanan

WHATCOM COUNTY COUNCIL
FROM THE DESK OF COUNCILMEMBER BARRY BUCHANAN
February 4, 2021
Dear Homeless Strategies Workgroup Members,
A number of members have approached me to revisit the purpose and scope of the HSW. In
order to address this topic, the next HSW agenda on February 5th will dedicate most of our
meeting time to this discussion. Public comment will not be included on the agenda in order
to allow or more discussion among HSW members. Members of the public are encouraged to
submit written comments to the Whatcom County Council at council@co.whatcom.wa.us.
I would also like to provide a brief overview of the HSW, which was first established in 2017
(Res. 2017-055) to identify alternative solutions to living unsheltered in Whatcom County,
including evaluating eight locations for the siting of a new 200-bed, low-barrier shelter and
identifying humane responses and strategies to end homelessness. The group identified a list
of strategies, some of which were addressed via partners, and prioritized four shelter sites.
Ultimately, property owners withdrew preferred shelter sites from the list, no additional sites
were pursued, and the HSW discontinued their work.
After the 2018 winter storm, the Whatcom County Council (Res. 2019-034) amended the
HSW to expand the membership and revise the purpose to identify additional temporary
winter shelters, added capacity for year-round shelters, additional opportunities to address
the needs of the county’s homeless population, and strategies to prevent people from having
no other option than to sleep outside.
The HSW is an independent coalition and advisory group to the Whatcom County Council.
HSW meetings provide an opportunity for partner agencies to learn about efforts underway
and identify new opportunities and partners as well as hear from the community.
While the HSW is focused on year-round, winter, and severe weather sheltering as well as
associated services, there are other advisory groups that focus on longer term solutions, or
permanent housing. Additionally, the County Health Department, in collaboration with a wide
range of community stakeholders created ‘A Home for Everyone: Strategic Plan to End
Homelessness’ (2019), which calls for a balanced approach to end homelessness and
identifies goals and objectives for our community, based research-proven strategies.
Since reconvening, the HSW has observed many accomplishments through community
partners, including operation of a youth day center and shelter through Northwest Youth
Services, laundromat vouchers via the City of Ferndale, scattered site winter shelter
operations via community partners, opening of the County’s Crisis Stabilization Center, and

other projects. The COVID-19 pandemic has and will create additional challenges to
addressing the needs of people experiencing homelessness in our community.
I look forward to a focused discussion about the role of HSW, goals for the immediate future
and long-term, and how the HSW can contribute to our community efforts of offering people
alternatives to sleeping outside.
Sincerely,

Barry Buchanan

CLERK OF THE COUNCIL
Dana Brown-Davis, C.M.C.
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Homeless Strategies Workgroup_______________
Friday, January 22, 2021
Time:
Location:

Meeting #36 MEETING SUMMARY

1:30 p.m. – 2:50 p.m.
Remote online meeting, for more information visit

Members in Attendance:
Barry Buchanan, Chair, Whatcom County Councilmember
Rud Browne, Whatcom County Councilmember
Michael Lilliquist, Bellingham City Council Member
Gene Knutson, Bellingham City Council Member
Seth Fleetwood, City of Bellingham, Mayor
Riley Sweeney, City of Ferndale
Michael Shepard, Port of Bellingham, Commissioner
Bridgett reeves Hans Erchinger-Davis, Lighthouse Mission Ministries Representative
Teri Bryant (for Mike Parker), Opportunity Council Representative
Ann Beck, Whatcom County Health
Jenn Daly for Dean Wight, Northwest Youth Services Representative
David Crass for Florence Simon, Bellingham Police, Deputy Chief
Mike Hilley, Whatcom County EMS
Guy Occhiogrosso, Bellingham/Whatcom Chamber of Commerce Representative
Markis D. Stidham, Homeless Advocate
Joel Kennedy, Homeless children and families
Emily O'Connor, Homeless children and families
Michael Berres, Special populations
Lisa Marx, Schools

1. Welcome, HSW Chair, Whatcom County Councilmember Barry Buchanan
Councilmember Buchanan welcomed members and guests. HSW members approved the Meeting
Summary for Meeting 35 – January 8, 2021. The next meeting is Friday, February 5, 2021; 1:30pm
2. Point-In-Time Count
Ann Beck indicated that the Point-In-Time count is not required by state or federal agencies this year, as
a result of the pandemic. However, Whatcom County will still be doing the count this year. Paid staff and
trained volunteers from previous counts will do the count, which will take place during the week of
January 28 – February 4th. When information is available, data will be shared.
3. Discussion and Planning for Tiny Homes
Seth Fleetwood reported on the following:
- Swift Haven is running with a total of 25 residents (at Geri Field)
- Port of Bellingham offered a site for additional tiny homes

City of Bellingham is in discussions with “The Collective” regarding operations of the
site. An offer from the City was rejected by The Collective because it was not enough
units proposed for the site.
Homes Now is willing to operate a 3rd site but don’t have enough capacity to do that right now
City RFQ for a 2- to 5-year temporary encampment at a site to be determined on city property.
The City budgeted funds to set up and pay for operations. The timeline for this is an opening
date in May (approximate timing).
Basecamp has space currently
o

-

Bridget Reeves reported on the following:
- 133 stayed at Basecamp last night with 67 unused beds.
- Christ the King Church will open the Drop-In Center overflow shelter on Sunday and stay open
through the following Saturday night, providing an additional 39 beds. Check in will be at
Basecamp. Communications about opening additional shelter is through partners, Bellingham
Herald, and online information.
HSW members discussed the following:
- Total campers at Camp210 includes approximately 100-110 people
- More people are going to Camp210 for supplies and staying elsewhere
- City is not prepared to run a shelter themselves – City staff do not have expertise – and the City
focuses on funding others to operate shelters
- Solutions are in the 25- to 50-unit shelter options, each a step in the right direction. Barriers to
sheltering all or none requests.
- Benefits of a ‘four-square’ shelter configuration - 25 units in four villages with central kitchen.
- Beds are available at current shelters, but recognize people choose not to use those shelters.
Some people are restricted from Basecamp because of violent offenses but are welcomed back
if they can show progress towards improvement.
- Options for government agencies to buy a hotel or motel to have a shelter
- Government will not meet individual wishes of all Camp210 guests, but we can offer something.
There is more shelter capacity this year than ever before.
- Safety is a concern for not only county staff but also contracted organizations and more
vulnerable campers.
- Government will not create a shelter environment without a code of conduct.
- Campers are refusing services when offered to them.
- Lighthouse Mission was asked by campers to not visit Camp210 and were told by campers they
are not welcome. Some campers have come back to Basecamp and they are welcome.
- Previous HSW work to locate a 200-bed shelter, resulted in agreement that a large-scale shelter
is not the best choice. A better choice is small shelters addressing specific needs (e.g.
elderly/medically fragile, families, etc.)
- HSW goal is to increase shelter capacity in Whatcom County. Long-term solutions are important
but so are near term solutions to address current needs.
- Basecamp allows animals with limited restrictions
Markis Stidham moved that the HSW votes to advise the County to make purchase of 50 more tiny
home shelters with the intent to use shelters for another site. Joel Kennedy seconded the motion.
- HSW members discussed the motion, including the following:
o County Council approved funding for 50 tiny homes of which half have been delivered
and the other half will be delivered next month.

o
o
o
o

o

County’s responsibility to address severe weather shelter needs
What location in the City would be offered and what the City would provide in terms of
security.
County does not run Severe Weather shelters. County finds an operator and funds the
shelter set up and operations.
City and County are partnering on the work now. There are sites in the City and County
that are under consideration. If the motion passed, it wouldn’t be a dramatic change in
the current direction.
Motion fails: 8 yes, 6 abstain, 2 no

Lilliquist moved to add an agenda item to the next meeting to discuss growing capacity in the provider
arena in our community, what can be done to expand the pool of provider talent in Whatcom County.
Michael Berres seconded.
- Motion passes: 17 yes
o Yes (Buchanan, Browne, Lilliquist, Shepard, Fleetwood, Beck, Bryant, Daly, Crass, Hilley,
Stidham, Occhiogrosso, Stidham, Kennedy, O’Conner, Berres, Marx)
Michael Berres requested to add to next agenda a discussion of Markis’ motion and possibly get more
information. Additionally, he recommended that the HSW discuss its purpose on the next agenda.
4. Public Comment
-

Nadelyn King
Doug Gustafson
Finn Calvert
Amy K
Lauren Boushey
Hasina Shah
Amy Glasser
Alyssa Parris
JC Mansfield
Timothy Kraft
Patricia Suarez
Eve Samson-Marcus
Aida Cardona
Alysia Spencer
Heather Katahdin
Kate
Sarah
Tyler Byrd
Dena Jensen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hasina Shah
Public comment for January 22, 2021
Friday, January 22, 2021 2:25:45 PM

My name is Hasina Shah and I am making this public comment to demand no barrier shelters
for everyone on the lawn at Camp 210, and in Whatcom County.
It is incredibly immoral to disband Camp 210 when so many feel safe and cared for
there, especially during a global pandemic when access to care is scarce for the houseless
community. We need a public commitment from Mayor Fleetwood that there will not be a
sweep of Camp 210.
Thank you,
Hasina Shah

From:

Christine Mansfield

Subject:
Date:

Re: Shelter Capacity
Monday, January 25, 2021 10:58:37 AM

Bed COUNT Availability
Please add this message to the County Homeless Strategies public comments.
_________________
Executive Satpal Sidhu and Mayor Seth Fleetwood,  
Thank you for your responses to the visible sheltering crisis located at 210 Lottie street near
City Hall.
In short, a shelter, no matter how many available beds, is not always equipped to manage all
demographics of people experiencing homelessness, which is a vastly diversified range of
people with special needs and sensitivities.
Is Base Camp providing sheltering that aligns with requirements for SPECIAL NEED?
Is any local shelter in Whatcom County providing a hemisphere for intake and assessment of
health that would officially identify SPECIAL NEED and facilitate a range of crisis
management triage for endangered citizens residing outdoors this winter?
Saying we have beds available leaves out the part about WHO can actually use them--- and it's
not about the open door policy of Base Camp (which is helpful and appreciated), it's about
whether the person is too complex for the setting offered.
When a person decides sleeping outdoors in a cold tent is SAFER than sleeping in a shelter,
that tells you either the shelter is actually unsafe, the person has a sensitivity that makes the
shelter unsafe, or they are lying.
Most would say beggars cannot be choosers. I disagree with this biased generality because I've
witnessed veterans and domestic violence victims who cannot safely reside with large groups
without severe anxiety and behavioral outburst. These behaviors would undeniably conflict
with code of conduct in a shelter, causing friction which would ultimately leave the guest on
the street for noncompliance. That is the equation we are dealing with...
[In addition, hotel voucher program is limited. Conditions for receiving assistance requires a
person to spend a night outdoors or in the local shelter to meet the status criteria for
homelessness set by the agencies providing assistance. This condition places people with
severe mental and/or physical health conditions at further risk. This criteria for evaluating a
person's needs is directly harmful to the person seeking assistance.]
There are aspects of a shelter that must be compatible and in standard compliance with the
SPECIAL NEED of the individual, otherwise the bed count availability is irrelevant.
People who are camping outdoors for sheltering are not being properly identified in a way that
would determine the extent of their needs.

Please seek out a method for our Cities and County to properly identify sheltering needs so
that we may better promote and/or introduce agencies that do provide for the complexity of
housing and sheltering that fits our actual population.
A rudimentary starting place to connect people to a service provider for sheltering assistance is
needed. A basic question answer form can assist attaining valuable data to direct people to the
right agency. An example of a general format can be accessed on the Homes Now website or
if no longer used, requested from the Chair Douglas Gustafson. (Request the questionnaire
entitled "Are You Homeless?")
24 HR Public KIOSK for persons in crisis seeking services and shelter could provide a
platform for crisis connections.
DATABASE network of all key agencies providing services and sheltering can access sourced
information.
Sourced information can be analyzed to provide routine reports of population need.
Crisis Management Plan(s) are needed for when population without sheltering are at risk and
cannot be adequately served by existing agency network due to obstructions to the network,
and routine or unprecedented hazards occur, taking into account the SPECIAL NEED as well
as general needs of the populace.
A County cold climate alert system could notify all cities to open "warming centers" when
temperatures drop annually. This alert can be routed to the public KIOSK(S) to inform local
residents outdoors the risks of frostbite, hypothermia, and fatality and direct them to local
shelter that is suitable to their range of needs.
___________________
JC Mansfield
Whatcom County resident

From:

Christine Mansfield

Subject:
Date:

Housing Rights
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 3:50:28 AM

Homeless Strategies Workgroup,
RE: Campers vacated from City Hall Thursday, January 28, 2021.
Mayor Seth Fleetwood made an executive decision to diffuse threat of violence escalating at
city hall using militarized force to vacate the setting.
During vacate, City Hall campers were dispersed into the street with limited relocation to
shelter. Many interpret this action as a "sweep".
DISCUSSION:
1) Legislation that articulates the reasoning that aligns with executive actions.
[Notice to vacate City Hall property]
2) State legislation that does not define socioeconomic disparity as disaster.
Local HISTORY:
As a result of the 2019 storm event, annual cold climate shelter has been recommended by the
public. Government has identified Lighthouse Mission Ministries (LMM) and extended
services as our regional sheltering.
TIMELINE:
Emergency Sheltering
• 2016 Winter STORM
(LMM) Drop-in Center designated emergency shelter by emergency ordinance (renewed for 3
years).
•2017 December, campers testify in public comment that (LMM) Drop-in Ctr is too crowded
and unsafe.
•2018 "Winter Haven" tent encampment by emergency ordinance is approved.
•2019 "Winter Haven" is deployed, emergency STORM is declared, and citizen outreach
providing aid request City and County assistance:
City and County host temporary emergency overflow shelter at Maritime Park and County
Garden Rm. with city, county, and certified outreach volunteers.  
•2020 City coordinates winter sheltering at Civic Field.

•2020 Covid19 CARES Act fund in adherence to CDC guidelines and assisted by Whatcom
Unified Command enables expansion of the expired (LMM) Drop-in Ctr emergency shelter by
relocating services temporarily to Bellingham HS, and then to the Public Market building
under heading of "Base Camp".
•Campers unable to maintain personal health and safety at (LMM) "Base Camp" consolidate
resources at City Hall in league with and aided by local citizens in protest for safer sheltering.
•2021 county purchases pallet shelters, city provides a lot and waste management, and "Swift
Haven" is launched to serve 25 unhoused residents for the winter. City vacates campers at City
Hall using armed force.
(LMM) "Base Camp" designated as City and County emergency shelter and warming center
for the winter, with statement that barrier restrictions are waived and available beds are
accessible.
REVIEW:
The fact that an emergency declaration was not made by local government this year is
problematic.
Ideally, any visible human displacement evidencing a mass of dislocated individuals from
their homes would require emergency disaster relief.
An overview of state legislation reveals conflicting WA state titles that malign human decency
when misapplied.  
By appearance and definition, an accumulation of displaced citizens in need of shelter would
likely be ascertained as a disaster zone, yet disaster heading by WA state law does not include
displacement from socioeconomic crisis. This title falls under homelessness law.
Homelessness law does not describe disaster relief for mass displacement, or give any
direction for emergency relief.
By law, the statutes for homelessness are one category, the statutes for disaster relief are
another category, and the statutes for public access, health and safety (property, occupancy
rights, etc.) are yet another category. Mandates to vacate unlawful camping has manifested as
priority.
Disaster relief law authorizes government managers to declare emergency and seek crisis
management to expedite relief.
Law re homelessness identifies categories and demographics in which sheltering is
necessitated.  
Chronic homelessness reaching a VISIBLE tipping point in a public space would warrant
immediate formal assessment and consideration of emergency action recognizing a disaster
zone in need of aid.
To assess human condition, we evaluate the factors for displacement, and provide immidiate
AID to the crisis population in need. Why is human welfare obstructed by property law?

What does lax interpretation of conflicting titles afford? What level of competency do we
demand as citizens providing oversight to uphold humanitarian objectives when in an effort to
do so we are greeted with a gun?
It is important to review contradictions to the law when legislative actions that warrant
priority, discernment, and humane action are not properly endorsed, and instead, bullied into
compliance with no visible remorse-- is a building and a lawn more valuable than a human
life?
Complacency in the face of human urgency is negligence. Civil unrest caused by
homelessness is a complex issue.
Legislation observed does not personify socioeconomic mass displacement as a disaster
worthy of aid, and therefore discredits the unhoused and credits the concerns of housed
citizens to protect a grassy knoll.
It is important to revisit the category of populations with special need who are unsheltered,
people seeking sheltering provisions that match their conditions, not just the conditions for
which they must subscribe to when sheltered. . .
(LMM) "Base Camp" is not able to serve the entirety of Bellingham displaced populations nor
is it equipped to manage all needs of the people seeking help.
Bed-count availability is data that does not consider why the bed is vacant or for whom a bed
is designated for.
IMPORTANT:
Guests who will not return to (LMM) "Base Camp" have reported anxiety for their safety.
Vacancy at (LMM) "Base Camp" warrants further evaluation. The needs of guests seeking
shelter must also be evaluated.
I think its pertinent that city and county respond to citizens by providing assurances of (LMM)
"Base Camp" safety by reviewing incident reports, method for reporting incidents, and
collecting data to ascertain the fragility of the guests who even under best practices at (LMM)
"Base Camp" may be incompatible with their services. As such, removing campers from a
public setting without proper relocation to an appropriate alternative for legal occupancy is
UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
Misguided inaction to make urgent provisions and initiate disaster management causes public
harm. Militarized law enforcement to rectify this error jeopardizes the already fragile state of
displaced citizens.
City and county designating (LMM) "Base Camp" as the emergency shelter for Whatcom
county demands a level of public oversight when recent occupants repeatedly disclose
multiple barriers to access and risks to personal safety.
Please acknowledge the conflict of interest when human safety is the issue. The "bed
availability" does not address variables and needs of the guest.

Relocating fragile unhoused citizens from an illegal and unauthorized camp setting without a
proper intervention team sensitive to their condition is inhumane.
Please consider agencies tasked with overseeing relocation, the manner in which people are
relocated, and how these protocols may be improved when illegal campsites are tagged for
removal.
Vacating a site of campers without proper sheltering to relocate to is unlawful and places the
rest of the city at further risk and liability. Please consider how vacate notices do not absolve
city and county of liability, or relinquish the responsibility to provide immediate and longterm
housing equitable to individual need. Underrepresented citizens without proper shelter access
who are enduring damages due to lack of sheltering and lack of emergency declaration for
sheltering, have legal rights to restitution.
REPERCUSSIONS:
Recent report is that campers have relocated to Civic Field lower lot in an effort to survive
winter. (King 5 News)
https://www.king5.com/mobile/article/news/local/homeless/new-homeless-camp-appearsafter-bellingham-sweep-last-week/281-15d7c965-24bc-4519-af35-407cc9ca5cdc
Local citizens who earlier in November suggested this area for use requested constructive
emergency crisis management from the city and county, use of pallet shelters, and
coordination of certified volunteers as crisis management for administering aid. This course
of constructive action was NOT deployed by local government, thus leaving displaced
campers to take matters into their own hands for survival.
Please consider how further displacement of displaced residents is not a solution.  
Lack of structured settings to administer relief results in folly, as recently evidenced at City
Hall.
SUMMARY:
WA state title and legislation that identifies mass displacement that warrants disaster relief
does not articulate displaced citizens in socioeconomic distress. The category for
socioeconomic catastrophe titled homelessness does not identify directives for mass
displacement. State titles and municipal code protecting public property restrict unauthorized
camping except under emergency declaration.
There is notable contradiction in our legislation.  
Absolving our city and county liability hinges on correct articulation and interpretation of our
laws. The City of Bellingham has repeatedly endorsed state legislation protecting property as
the priority over the sovereignty of human sustainability, which by default places our
unhoused campers in the category of collateral damage.
Please review these contradictions, and in any advisory capacity prompt local government and
state legislators to reduce harm.
Socioeconomic distress that causes displacement and accumulates to mass proportion creates
disaster zones in need of aid and relief measures: Perhaps militarized agencies deployed for

disaster relief, as opposed to militant dislocation of vulnerable populations by obscene force.
The collective oversight of this issue is a matter of urgency. Human beings are not to be
equated as collateral damages evacuated from property when it is an inconvenience to
property owners.
It is gravely apparent by public uproar the biases of our housed community who perceive
homelessness with disdain. The common criticism is that people are undeserving of aid when
they are unable to adequately sustain their lives. Societal conditions for manifesting basic
needs can be compromised by loss, trauma, and chronic illness. When housing is unattainable
by common practices, assistance is needed. Directives that abort aid to those in crisis must be
thoroughly analyzed.
Please implement a 24-hour public access KIOSK or similar two-way communication network
to properly identify residents in crisis. Please access this data regularly to assess need. Please
assess existing coordinated entry system to improve provider network and communication.  
Thank you for your dedication to this work,
JC Mansfield
Bellingham, WA resident

Dear members of the HSW and concerned citizens:
It is apparent to me, as I think it is to everyone, that in spite of our best intentions and eﬀorts,
the Homeless Strategies Workgroup still has little to show for our eﬀorts. We need to do better.
After spending a great deal of time researching the background and current state of
homelessness in Whatcom County, Washington State, and nationwide, I am convinced that in
order for the HSW to be eﬀective in reaching its goals, those goals need to be re-evaluated
realistically, and holistically (i.e. considering all factors contributing to homelessness and all
eﬀorts being currently made), but with two main tenets intact:
1. Homelessness is a problem that concerns us all. (I.e. The entire community.)
2. Homelessness is a problem that can be solved. (I.e. Brought to a tenable level.)
These two beliefs must serve as the basis of everything we do—upon which we must be able
to unanimously agree. If you do not fundamentally agree with those statements, then I would
go so far as to question why you are even involved in this workgroup in the first place.
As many of you know, I joined the HSW just 6 months ago because I have experienced
homelessness myself, along with my wife and family, and wanted to represent that perspective
within this group. This is a volunteer position. I am an extremely busy self-employed,
homeschooling Dad, with a large family. In truth, I really don’t have time for this.
And yet, I make the time.
I signed up to serve on the HSW because I care about the unhoused members of our
community, and I want to help as best I can. But my position on this workgroup, and the
primary focus of my eﬀorts have been and will always be to families with children.
That said, I have often wondered if my presence here is actually helping, or just further enabling
the County to “pass the buck.”
I think we owe it to this group, as well as those watching or listening in, and those giving public
comment, to make our mission, our purpose, as well as our realistic ability and authority to act,
abundantly clear. If we are not able to do that, then we might as well disband now, and spare
those pouring their hearts out the agony of feeling that their words are falling on deaf ears.
If we cannot clearly identify and express an actionable purpose for this group, my fear is that
we are in danger of becoming merely a buﬀer between the public and our civic authorities
around the issue of homelessness. That is a role I am not the least bit interested in filling.
While I think it important to acknowledge the accomplishments of this group—the most notable
of which was facilitating the much needed expansion and transition of the aging and
inadequate Lighthouse Mission facility to Basecamp—it is equally important to acknowledge
that this only partially fulfills the original charter of the HSW, and still does not serve the entirety
of the existing homeless population. Nor does it move the needle toward housing stability.
The issues and complexities surrounding adequate and suﬃciently available winter shelter for
homeless have come up again, and again, and again. What we’re facing in the City of
Bellingham is a humanitarian crisis, to be certain, and we need to treat it as such.
But the current crisis is just a small taste of what is to come, if we can’t get our act together.

You’ve heard me ring the bell before, and I’ll do it again now…
We are on the verge of something potentially catastrophic—the likes of which I don’t think any
of us have experienced in our lifetimes. In spite of best State and Federal eﬀorts to defer
evictions, I fear that what we are about to experience is going to shock this community, maybe
even the nation, to its very core.
Literally hundreds, if not thousands, of our friends and neighbors throughout Whatcom and
neighboring counties, who likely have never once considered that they might become
homeless, are going to find themselves out on the street, surrounded by their worldly
possessions, without a clue as to what to do. It has the potential to be a widespread
humanitarian crisis on the scale that this country has not seen since the Great Depression.
And yet, here we are, arguing over how many shelters we need to house a relative handful of
people, when the looming crisis is SO much bigger. I cannot say this strongly enough, that we
need to get the current crisis under control IMMEDIATELY—no matter how imperfectly—and
begin preparing to triage the many hundreds more people who will be finding themselves
facing homelessness in the months to come.
This is an “All hands on deck!” call.
I recognize we are still in the midst of a health crisis. So we need to accept that whatever we
come up with is in no way going to check all the boxes as a perfect solution. At the same time,
I think we owe it to the members of this community to do whatever we can to face it. But in
order to do that, we MUST get past our current state of impasse.
Those who are advocating for the unhoused, especially at the 210 Lottie encampment, need to
recognize this and make sure they are not hindering the City and County governments from
doing whatever they can for whomever they can—even if it is not ideal—so that we can turn to
face the greater crisis.
There seems to be this idea that the government is not doing enough to address the problem
of homelessness, especially with the situation at the 210 encampment. While this may be true,
it does not mean that they are not trying. I believe they are doing everything they can with the
capacity they have, during a pandemic, and within the constraints of law and ordinances set by
their predecessors and the collective will of the people—while still attending to all other
obligations, including providing access to facilities and services which you enjoy every day.
We need to somehow move past our biases and prejudices and misconceptions and start
working together as a community, rather than against each other.
To the people taking the time to tune in to these meetings and give public comment:
Thank you! Truly, from the bottom of my heart. I try my best to read every letter submitted and
listen to every comment made. Your constructive thoughts and ideas are appreciated and
valuable. But your un-constructive criticism is not in the least bit helpful. You may think us
emotionless and cold “talking heads” on the screen. But we are real human beings—trying to
solve this the only way we know how.
Just like many of you, most of the people in this group I have never met in person (due to
COVID restrictions), and have only seen through a tiny Zoom portal. In spite of my own
physical hearing disability, I make it a point to listen (with my video camera on) throughout the
entirety of the public comment. And I listen intently, through the gamut of ideas, complements,
as well as curses—sometimes directed at me and my colleagues—with little or no opportunity

to respond, and try to glean some good ideas from the rubble. But sometimes it feels like an
old-fashioned pillory, where the townspeople can yell and throw things to humiliate criminals.
I know you are frustrated—so are we—but I don’t know who you think you are helping by
unleashing a string of expletives at people you have never met nor bothered to get to know. In
that, you are committing the same crime of marginalization that you presume we are guilty of.
It may feel better to “let oﬀ steam,” but your rants come across as childish and self-serving
tantrums. Worse, by assuming to speak for the homeless, you risk alienating the very people
who you are trying to help from the people who are trying to help them. SHAME ON YOU!
Furthermore, as we have witnessed with recent events, both nationwide and locally, bullying
and intimidation (not to mention vandalizing and violence) will not help your cause. In fact, it
will likely backfire, while causing irreparable harm to those people caught in the crossfire—
including the homeless.
None of us like the fact that we have neighbors sleeping outside on the cold ground in the
middle of winter. But we must also recognize that none of us have all of the answers.
Collectively, though, we might just be able to figure it out. We’ve got to work together on this!
For those donating your time and supplies to help people who desperately need them:
You have my deepest and most sincere respect. Not everyone can do what you are doing. And
I do mean that sincerely. Much like our volunteer firefighters and on-call EMS providers,
YOU ARE OUR LOCAL HEROES.
But don’t assume that your voluntary, selfless acts of kindness and compassion give you
license to berate those who cannot serve the community in the same way. If that were the
case, you would have to get in line behind first-responders and aid-workers who put their lives
on the line every single day, and are often left with deep emotional and psychological trauma.
We all serve in whatever way that we can. Do not judge your neighbor by your perception of
what they are or aren’t doing, when you really don’t know the first thing about them. We also
have the tendency to fill the gaps in information by making assumptions. But assuming the
worst is a disease of the mind—one that is just as contagious as the virus we currently face.
So, PLEASE, let’s figure out how to do this together. Because that’s what it’s going to take.
Sincerely,

Joel D. Kennedy
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Kai

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Homeless Strategies Workgroup Comment
Friday, January 29, 2021 12:51:00 AM
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Good Evening Homeless Strategy Workgroup.
My name is Kai and I am a resident, worker, student, voter, previously homeless, advocate for the
homeless in Bellingham. And that picture is not of me. That's one of your officers, wearing the
signature style COB under the nose bandana.
This is going to be a long message, so this is one of the main things I would like you to focus on:
Please ensure power, water, bathrooms, and trash service like before to those that have been
displaced today. We are in a pandemic and this is a public health emergency, this homeless crisis we
have is one component of that. Racism is another issue but I will not address that specifically in this
message. Please ensure that the campers are provided with the belongings that were taken and that
a thorough review of the escalation of this sweep was necessary. Needless trauma was done and
officers were not doing their duty in wearing facemasks correctly despite wearing gear that was
military grade and should be reprimanded for doing so in a pandemic. A thorough review should be
done to see if we really had availability in sites that were appropriate when this sweep was done. A
review should be done to see if a credible threat was really imminent and what that entailed. I don’t
think any of us wants a repeat of what happened that day.
The following comment lists my thoughts before the City of Bellingham’s press conference with the
Bellingham Police. Following this is my response to their press release. These relate to this
workgroup on addressing homelessness and specifically the aftermath of the sweep of camp 210. I
am hoping there will be some dialogue and discussion about the events before this next meeting, but
if all these parties of this group don't meet until the next HSWG, I hope that you won’t forget the
events today on January, 28, 2020.
I am going to share a few thoughts of mine regarding the sweep at Camp 210 at Bellingham City Hall.
This sweep was a mistake and many community members expect an apology. This article is not a
message of a reflection of a movement that has happened in the past but a reflection of what
happened today.

Several months ago, houseless community members were scattered amongst riverbeds, under trees,
under bridges, under storefronts, in their cars, or in between places. This still goes on, but this
pandemic has clearly increased economic tensions and widened disparities. And one day, houseless
folks decided to gather up at City Hall together because why not - it had been done before, it was a
public area, it was cold, it was somewhat sheltered. City of Bellingham wasn't having it and they did
what they knew best in responding to the homeless; sweep them. Sweep them at a time when a
sweep policy was not public, and when made public, regarded sweeps illegal. And people showed
up. Dozens of people circled the campers and the cops did not show up. The camp grew. With
growing size, tensions increased when no other good alternatives were in place.
Alternatives which were not accessible to the houseless at the Camp 210 include:
Many non profits, who were and are at capacity and offered little support to these houseless at camp
210 (opportunity council, HOT team, etc.) (with exception of some gloves)
Lighthouse mission, contracted with the city in their new place called "Base Camp" was able to house
200 people under a christian mission that aimed at making them know god and believing that once
they built this connection, they could heal from the mental health conditions or other challenges that
faced them. The reality is that there are concerns of folks of a wide range including being triggered by
religious trauma, and there isn't enough to house the nearly 150 people at Camp 210's peak.
Tensions that grew included a larger fire that caused a scare but did not deal property damage nor
people's lives from someone that suffered with a mental health condition. Tensions grew because
there are no reasonable alternatives and no funding for case workers, health professionals, no
housing, no support in food, people here have largely been abandoned by the city and nonprofits in
town. Then there was the story about the hatchet. Please do not claim the story if you do not know
the full details. Me included so do take my words with a grain of salt. The story that I know is it
involved a white supremacist - I do know this specifically because there are photos of the victims
neck and the person is on FB and it matches up. The second part which i can't confirm and is likely
true, is this individual had brandished a gun and was terrorizing a camper, and previously had done
so. This isn't so uncommon lately, especially triggered with the mayor's comparison to the DC
insurrection of storming to a small group of individuals who entered the city hall. These folks entered
the city hall when it was opened somehow, sat for 15 minutes demanding to meet with the mayor,
and the police guided the protestors following them out of the building without confrontation.
As this day closes, a page has stained Bellingham's history when our city let a heavily militarized
force of sniper holding officers, SWAT, Whatcom Sheriff, Bellingham Police, Customs Border Patrol
to break up a homeless encampment. This is during a pandemic, in the winter, in 30 degree weather.
I thought I was in a war zone. Photos circulate online of a majority of these officers with their masks
below their noses even when they are on the “safety line” This is instead of sending social workers,
nurses, advocates, and others to help the campers in this spot or help them to a new spot. Was this
an exercise to fulfill a quota given that there have not been many protests including no significant
inauguration protest recently otherwise and the police had nowhere to exercise their fancy equipment
that was often granted by the military? Equipment for war zones, able to assassinate, mass murder,
and quash any people that disagree with the city? I am grateful that this equipment has not seen light
used fully today, but the day is still not over. Cops are still patrolling and will at the next encampment
should one be created.
Bellingham has a long dark history of exploitation including its history of alliances with the KKK,
kicking out of our Sikh, Chinese, other asian communities, pushing natives into reservations and
failing to follow treaties. It would be ignorant to think that this was largely a surprise, that this would
not happen again. I hope the City will recognize and it appears the community is, that this force was

comical to respond to a force of a few dozen protestors with their hands and their signs with a force
able to destabilize and overthrow a government.
Many are working during this sweep happening, having to focus on making sure they pay their bills in
this challenging time, those close to the scene fear of retaliation. This day marks a new direction that
our city's leadership is not afraid to employ. Gone may be the days of muted cop response to BLM
presence, hello to a world of a militarized state. This was administered by your own mayor, accepted
by its councilmembers, drawing support from your council.
I and many others will miss the rich conversations we had with the houseless at Camp 210. Each
day, each person, each visitor, each volunteer, each of us I'm sure has a story to tell who has come
through the Camp. I grieve for the space where this community banded up to support those that were
houseless when there are no reasonable alternative places for them to be. I miss the conversation
with one camper whose eyes shined when she heard in a camp meeting that she could park in this
lot and people would keep in eye on her, when previously as an individual in a private place she
would constantly be at risk of harassment from cops and other folks.
Camp 210 is not all of the houseless in bellingham. It is not, will be or ever was all of them. But it was
a success when it went on despite challenges through negotiation. Negotiation that had gone on for
months with advocates arguing for immediate shelters, and when each time the city would argue for
less, the camp grew and grew, and the city kept its original promise at the beginning of the start when
there were only 25 campers. Constantly the city pushed back against a low barrier shelter that is
proven to be successful as evidenced based practice
(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19336710/) and (https://healthland.time.com/2012/01/20/the-wethouse-homeless-people-with-alcoholism-drink-less-when-booze-is-allowed/?
fbclid=IwAR1TgrKyeZkZ_uj9OeDrIGkVL9NEbpuiaW1PYSl77PUfmyyKmk5A7eT1T28#ixzz1k1x4v0Xa)
Promises and words and law are meaningless if they are not kept by a government that we are
expected to respect and trust. Campers were ordered to be swept a third time for this Friday,
tomorrow, but instead, at around 8am today, 50 cops were spotted at once, and that was a warning
sign of the impending sweep that was carried out early today.
The scene of the sweep was chaotic. The militarized response, the lack of accountability of our
government to come down and try to calm things down, the anger of protestors, several campers,
several those that have previously been houseless, people who often have been struggling with
similar threats of eviction notices from their landlords, and QTPOC+ community who have been
triggered by our police by their profiling.
The sweep was traumatic for many there, likely for many of us watching, and I can't imagine what it
must have been like for those living these experiences, the campers themselves. All of this to reduce
the Bad PR of a homelessness crisis at this own city's door at City Hall.
This sweep was a mistake and community members expect an apology, despite tensions existing.
Now I anticipate an announcement of relief from our mayor saying, we successfully ended the
encampment, the one promise that was kept through this. He has left a shell of a body at City Hall but
that body will not always stay peaceful and separated like they were before. This is the second time
in recent history campers have posted up at City Hall. No doubt it will happen again, no doubt folks
will look for new places. No doubt will people work towards building up a place for these folks, then
breaking them down, as our city has done. Congratulations to some of the folks who walked down
city hall who don't have to recognize the city has a houseless problem. Congratulations to our police
who can now survey houseless people without any significant press, congratulations to our city who
can move forward towards doing things like patting themselves on the bat on some greenway in a
rich neighborhood for rich people with anti-homeless features and consider that green.

Camp 210 wasn't a mistake. Camp 210/Camp 210 Love/BOP/Bellingham Occupied Protest/just
people having a place to stay and appreciated some help and not knowing where they lived/a
community that was built was a success. A community that is not tied together now by location but
transcends this. Yes there have been tensions among volunteers, among campers, among
community members, and all numerations of in between. But it grew from two tents, a piece of paper
ordering to vacate, to a community of 150 people, 100s of supporters, and an easy opportunity for
folks to support each other in these hard times. Many of us could be homeless in a second, a bad
medical accident and maybe we didn't but maybe we did have insurance but our insurance wouldn't
cover it or wouldnt cover all of it and we dived into our savings and recognized there was so few
since we had lost a restaurant job, we had not yet been accepted to unemployment, or whichever
combination.
Continuing on, the movement of people across ages, among community individuals who want to
support, houseless, folks for racial justice, working people and students in solidarity with the
houseless has strengthened in this effort. And it is still important we support houseless more than
ever. Even if it doesn't warrant you a social media post or there are others to recognize, each
homeless person has a different story, and it is just as important.
Let's not make Bellingham's subdued history of affordable options to think that we can't change it.
There are so many different ways to plug into help, so much need, and it is true we won't solve
homelessness in the immediate future or our broken economic system. But we can make significant
strides that dramatically alter the lives of a huge number of our community. However, the end to
homelessness, and these other issues may not necessarily be years ahead, it may be closer than we
think. Why is it so hard for the city to build a camp that acknowledges that addiction hurts many
nearby, but acknowledges the humanity of these people, unlike our city that chose before this sweep
to take down the last piece of support they offered, which was the only support: porta-potties and
hand washing stations, their closure of which is a public health disgrace.
Note: I speak for myself, as a community member, not for the BOP mutual aid collective.
…
This is my response to the press release by the city of bellingham and BPD:
RE: Camp 210. Another day and hour of misinformation. I will touch on the following topics listed in
this article:
-Mayor Seth Fleetwood
Careful thought
confrontation
call out for support
..
-Chief of Police Flo Simon
city, several depts involved
aggressors
safe working space.
assault
-to Mayor Seth Fleetwood:

Careful thought - it was a careful thought to sweep these houseless folks with no other place to go?
Could have first sent in social workers, health professionals, builders, advocates?
confrontation - So there was a rock thrown at a city hall window - yet even in this case you all have
the priveledge of being on zoom at home - and then there are some houseless protectors who want
to stop these folks from being evicted, of course there will be confrontation when you offer them no
credible alternative than a 25 bed camp with all these barriers for 150 people who cannot stay at
base camp for a number of reasons.
call out for support
I don't know of a call out but if it was done, wouldn't you call for support if you felt confrontation - oh
wait you called in 100s of police, whatcom sheriff, CBP, batons, military vehicles rifles automatic
weapons snipers and more.
..
-To Chief of Police Flo Simon:
city, several depts involved
OK. so this is to the city as well then: Why were you complicit in this plan with the Mayor? What
reasoning can you back up to sweep when there is no credible place to go? To the police: what
happened to your tactics of standing back you have done in previous lately BLM protests? don't you
know that police escalation leads to escalation of protests?
aggressors:
There definitely was confrontation, being homeless is untenable, and you are not the aggressor? As I
said, 100s of police, whatcom sheriff, CBP, batons, military vehicles, rifles, automatic weapons
snipers and more - what was the reason?
safe working space:
you could have worked from zoom, as many of your employees already do. These folks dont have
the privilege to go home to zoom. They live in real life.
assault
A line of at least 15 was constantly noticed by police that shoved housing protectors at the call of "4
feet!" then you would have one hand on your baton and close to the pistol and the other hand
shoving people down to the ground when they more often than not just stood still around the campers
belongings. What about your assault? smacking folks on the necks with your batons, grabbing
people's phones away, trying to pull protestors away from the scene? No doubt there were injuries to
the protestors. No doubt there will be COVID spread because of your officers. Many have taken
photos of your "safety line" cops not wearing a mask over their nose and breathing heavily on
campers and protestors. When asked to cover one inch more of their nose with their thin bandanas,
they didn't even respond.

Although this message was tailored for the city and BPD, it does relate to this group and its work to
address houselessness. My post may have sounded adversarial, but that is not my whole hope. Yes
many are angry at the City's overreaction, but that should not mean that negotiations are still needed
to ensure the safety of those that have been swept and an apology made to heal from this tragic
chapter of Bellingham’s History.
I look forward to receiving your response and hearing what steps you will take to ensure the
legitimate safety of those houseless that were removed at Camp 210.

Thank you,
Kai,
Bellingham, WA

Photos:
several police members, in military gear with COB thin bandana, nose uncovered, within 6 feet of
protestors, carrying a (rifle?) as city employees remove camp belongings. When asked to politely
bring the mask up, the officer ignored the requests. ( would this photo be able to be shared too? If not
that is ok, maybe share it with lower resolution? or if no photos allowed, this text alone just take out
the photos)
Snipers set up, and "safety line" all of police

From:

Markis Dee

Subject:
Date:

Comment for immediate release plz?
Sunday, January 31, 2021 4:44:39 PM

Esteemed leaders of Whatcom County:
Lend me your ear...
We've all been listening to shiny representations from Bellingham planning department, or the
police department, and pretty discouragingly, advocates have been saying the truth 3 minutes
at a time in Council meetings for years.
It's no wonder they yell sometimes.
.
On the record fact :
Hans has repeatedly lied in city and county councils about capacity in specific.
He claims to never turn them away.
But witnesses on both city and county councils saw folks turned away in front of them.
Myself , as well as other trusted advocates have witnessed this multiple times.
Alarmingly , very recently.
On the record fact:
Bellingham Police conducted illegal sweeps with absolutely NO policy in place, and in direct
violation to CDC and local Health Department recommendations.
On the record fact:
BPD still uses Basecamp numbers as an excuse to sweep, despite these agency's
recommendations, seen most extravagantly, and expensively last Thursday , at the illegally
performed 'Camp 210 Sweep'
On the record fact:
The mission, not only cannot serve everyone, but clearly cannot serve the bulk of the
houseless population.
They've been at great service to the community for many years, but if predictions on projected
homelessness are even close , were going to need a more adaptable and reliable system, and
we'll still need Hans to help , as government makes this worthy effort.
It's become largely accepted that the current population of local homeless folks is between
1100-1500.
On the record fact:
The mission has the right to refuse life saving services to anyone , anytime.
That right has been excessively displayed , and continues to be displayed up till today.
(9 people came in Thursday night)

On the record fact:
There is precedence for the Whatcom Health Department to take responsibility for emergency
winter sheltering .
February 2019
In the absence of partners , nonprofit or church , the government accepts the responsibility for
staffing life-saving shelters In the winter storm.
On the record fact:
It is the primary goal Of The homeless strategies work group of Whatcom County to identify
Winter shelter and emergency winter sheltering.
We have failed.
On the record fact:
Given the state of the pandemic and the amount of personal spacing needed for Sheltering, all
other sheltering methods have been eliminated except Tiny homes .
........
THEREFORE :
As Homeless Advocate for Whatcom County , seated on the Homeless Strategies Workgroup ,
I am officially , and have been officially, stating that we have not yet provided emergency
winter sheltering , and believe we stand in liability there.
I hereby advise all government officials to make the most emergent haste in identifying , and
implementing emergency winter shelters Immediately, to vouchsafe the lives of our houseless
citizens , and indemnify County, and City Governments from further liability.
.
.
It's a very convoluted problem , where these statements of fact , only further support a very
multifaceted solution.
....
What's the solution?
While I don't think I have all the answers, its fair to say I've done real street level research .
Along with MANY other advocates, I have been instrumental in achieving some major
milestones toward solutions in recent years.
My plan :
I call it the Foursquare tiny home village model.
.
1) Take all extra dollars from the multiple emergency funds made to mitigate the current
pandemic emergency, and purchase prefabricated, affordable, and available tiny homes.
(We're fools to buy less than 100)
2) Locate a government or leased lot , relatively close to available homeless related services.
This has to be a large lot to accommodate, even newcomers.
(ie the old St.Luke's parking lot on north garden st.)

(Ideal.)
3) Arrange buildings into adjacent groups of 25 , in a Foursquare configuration, with a large
service building, divided 4 ways as well, centered between the four villages.
Each corner of the building having separate access into each individual camp, with separate
kitchens, bathrooms , showers, services etc.
4) Hire trained personnel or recruit services from a large government funded provider such as
the opportunity council.
5) Send outreach professionals to bring in the houseless in the streets , ditches , waterways ,
and bushes of our community.
(save their lives)
6) Have health and mental health professionals assess the needs of the individuals , and sort
them into appropriate village communities.
7) Outreach to all service providers to get folks hooked up with both preexisting, and new
services .
8 ) Issue RFP's and RFQ's from county and city to relocate presorted , occupied villages to
acceptable permitted locations.
9) Blame Markis.
You're welcome.
Please be quick about it.
The only other option for shelter , under pandemic emergency is apartment style living .
( buy an old motel )
Yours because I can ,
- Markis

January 30, 2021
Dear Homeless Strategies Workgroup:
Because of recent Camp 210 events and the fact that our HSW agenda time constraints often
don’t allow opportunity for general discussion, I want to share a few thoughts. I’ve been part of HSW
since early August 2020—Lisa, Joel, Emily, and I all joined at the same time.
My first thought is that I strongly agree with Joel’s recent letter to HSW. I’ve learned a lot from
all of you…and also the regularly-participating community observers…and have come to partially
understand the commitment that you each bring to this work. However, as Joel described, HSW is
moving far too slowly given the magnitude and complexity of homelessness in our community. I don’t
know if HSW’s pace has always been slow, but it is certainly slow now.
I think that part of the reason for the slow pace is that some of us (perhaps many?) don’t
understand if HSW has the actual ‘authority’ to act on problems or if we are simply a group where
agency reps and legislators report back on actions that they’ve taken between the bi-weekly HSW
meetings. Our smaller Child and Family subcommittee (Emily, Joel, Lisa, myself along with newly-joined
Mike Parker) has met 7 or 8 times and we keep returning to this bit of confusion—do we have the
authority to act or do we just listen? Is our time on HSW well spent? A few days ago, I read Michael
Lilliquist’s detailed response to a community member in which Michael describes the history of HSW
and how the question of “authority” vrs. “listening” has changed over time. Our Child and Family
subcommittee did meet with Barry last week to express our need for an answer to this problem.
And parallel to the “pace” question is another that perhaps is confusing only to me: what is it
that County and City leaders want HSW to do? As Emily phrases it, what is the “ask” from HSW leaders
to the larger group?
Secondly, I offered in one of my first HSW meetings to research working models in this country
and abroad of communities that have made significant changes in how housing is addressed for all
residents. That was a frustrating research offer because all of my initial findings related to European
cities (especially Vienna, Austria and Helsinki, Finland) that fundamentally changed their respective
commitments of housing to one where all residents are guaranteed stable, quality housing that is not
subject to the whims of eviction, large rental increases, or economic downturns. A few days ago, a
Bellingham friend sent information from a US organization—Community Solutions—which among other
things, provides many examples from their consortium of 80+ US cities and counties that have each
made significant strides in systemic solutions for homelessness. I imagine that some of you already
know of this group, but if you don’t, I’d encourage you to go through parts of their website—especially
the part about their core values and some of the working models around our country. I’m not
suggesting that Community Solutions is the best organization serving this purpose—there may be other
groups doing comparable work—it’s just that they seem to provide a very good resource for the work
that we are engaged in here. I personally find a ‘working models’ approach useful because these
changes are taking place in communities that are experiencing all of the same conditions that we
experience here (Covid and pandemic troubles, racial justice inequities, inadequate funding for public
needs, political turmoil,…). The Community Solutions folks also address many things that HSW folks
have raised such as: the inadequacies of a single annual Point-in-Time count; the need to develop
“upstream” approaches rather than just “after-the-fact, downstream” reactive supports; and the need
for a single overarching Consortium of Care-type organization in each community with the authority to

act. And lastly, I’ll just add that their video metaphor of throwing a baseball vrs. guiding a bird is by
itself worth watching. The link to Community Solutions is: https://community.solutions/oursolutions/built-for-zero/
Lastly, we are each caught up in the intense issues around Camp 210—most of you far more
than me. I’ll agree one more time with Joel’s recent letter by saying that pushing forth simplistic,
rhetorical, one-sided proposals/criticisms won’t help any kind of solutions. For me, HSW must be able
to act in a timely manner on some of the immediate crisis needs, but should never lose sight of the
longer-term systemic approach of providing empowering and respectful housing solutions.
Sincerely…and thank you to everyone for your work,
Michael Berres

Feb 2, 2021
Homeless Strategies Workgroup:
I believe there is a dire need in our community for services around drug rehabilitation and mental
health. For the past 2 years, I have been a volunteer advocate for the homeless; first with HomesNow
and now with Road2Home. I had clients camped around the vicinity of City Hall when the Camp 210
protest started. I was concerned that there could be unintended consequences to my clients. I
encouraged them to stay where they were, but they all eventually moved to 210. Two of them moved
from Basecamp, 2 from the area near the creek and another from near the fish hatchery. I continued to
go to the camp 2-3 times per week to check on them, as well as a few other folks I had made
connections with. I would reach out to any and all residents that I could, and if there was a conversation
to be had, I would have it. Sometimes that resulted in finding out a particular need, and sometimes not.
I did laundry for many, and brought small things from home that were asked for. I eventually helped
facilitate testing and paperwork for four of them to move to tiny homes operated by HomesNow.
I feel that after Swift Haven opened, many of the more functional people at 210 were moved into tiny
homes, leaving a concentration of highly dysfunctional folks at the camp. I believe that added to the
chaos, along with a new trend toward more violent actions by the organizers and/or their supporters.
In January I saw the situation at the camp degrade; less volunteers, less donations, more damaged
property due to bad weather and lack of laundry, more drugs, more fighting. I found fewer and fewer
people that I could talk to or connect with. Many people were incoherent or clearly altered. Then on Jan
22nd, I was verbally abused and threatened when I tried to check on the health of a man lying face first in
the road. I saw no volunteers on site, and no one was helping this person. I managed to ascertain that
he was breathing, but that was all that I could do.
One of the people I became very fond of has severe mental disability. I was only able to check to make
sure she was warm, dry and had food. Beyond that, there was nothing I could do. I had no ability to even
find out where she came from or if she had any relatives nearby, because she was so delusional. I have
no idea where she ended up.
We need more services for the mentally ill and drug addicted that I do not see available anywhere. This
is not to say we do not need more high barrier shelters, but there is a severe lack of services for the
people on the street that need to get off drugs and the others that need mental health care. I feel that
since many of the homeless left in the camp, now at Geri Field are in need of these services. I hate to
say that the camp should be removed, because that leaves the residents nowhere to go, but the
“cooperative” does not have the training or expertise to manage this population. Neither do volunteers
like myself. I feel like there are many homeless people that I can help, but this particular population
requires specific training that most volunteers do not have. We need to find a way to shelter people that
have these huge challenges as well as finding ways to connect them to the trained personnel and
services that will help them.
Thanks for your time,
Debbie Cantrell
Road2Home
Community Ally Program

From:

Dena Jensen

Subject:
Date:

Take action to recommend and implement emergency winter sheltering
Thursday, February 4, 2021 11:47:59 PM

Dear Homeless Strategies Workgroup:
I was very disturbed to see that at the Friday, 2/5/21 meeting there will
be no public comment, and that it was this meeting that was picked - not
to focus on recommendations to take immediate action to get people
sleeping outdoors in February under a roof for the coming weeks - but to
focus on the purpose and scope of the workgroup.
I appreciate Joel Kennedy's recent letter to the workgroup and his
thoughtful input. Meanwhile, given the preemptive sweep and show of
force against people camping at City Hall that occurred last Thursday and
the one scheduled for your meeting day, I would say your meeting would
have a full agenda putting the wheels moving to recommend, at the very
least, that County Council Members direct the County Executive to declare
and emergency and immediately open a warming center or a safe camping
site.
I know that workgroup members are over-extended and tired. So are the
volunteers and advocates who have been performing triage work down on
the lawn by City Hall, and now at Geri Field. I don't believe anyone
deserves to be marginalized or challenged as somehow less important as a
solution-provider. Public comment is vital to your purpose, as it is to all
democratic efforts. However uncomfortable it becomes when people feel
betrayed on behalf of those being mistreated, and become escalated, it is
critical for those of you who are in a position of power, to help de-escalate
by demonstrating empathy, withholding judgement, expressing
appreciation, and offering the resources to help your fellow community
members to achieve their constructive goals. Let's all do this together and
get people sheltered now.
Sincerely,
Dena Jensen
Birch Bay, WA

To:

Mayor Fleetwood, County Executive Sidhu, and County Councilmember
Buchanan

From:

Jason McGill, Executive Director, Northwest Youth Services

cc:

Colleagues of the Homeless Strategies Workgroup

RE:

Dehumanization of our Unhoused Neighbors

Greetings,
Two weeks ago, I could not have imagined that this would be our first correspondence.
As one of Bellingham’s newest citizens, I moved here late last month to take the lead of
Northwest Youth Services. Following my life’s work to support young people who’ve experience
trauma that often results in experiencing homelessness: this roll felt like more of a calling then
a career move. Coming from Seattle, I recognized Bellingham as a tolerant and compassionate
community that had a reputation for supporting its neighbors and continue to be excited to call
Bellingham HOME.
A HOME provides many vital benefits that are easy to take for granted; safety, a place to sleep,
storage for belongings, and protection from the weather. People experiencing homelessness
are, by definition, without a home, and so they lack all the benefits a home provides. While
certainly not a substitute for proper, permanent homes, homeless encampments provide
residents with benefits that alleviate the stress and fear associated with experiencing
homelessness. Encampments provide a community of support, a respite from danger and an
alternative shelter when community solutions do not meet individualized needs.
From what I can deduce, from my limited time in our community, is that the leaders of the City
of Bellingham felt unsafe and threatened by the community that was formed at 210 Lottie, and
the young organizers that have sought to support campers. Moreover, it seems like the
tensions between the protesters and the City took precedence over the last three months,
and that the needs and lives of our unhoused neighbors were surpassed in the name of
protecting our community.
In the shadow of tomorrow’s second sweep of the encampment at Frank Geri Field, I am
writing to shed some light on trauma that is being inflicted on our communities most
vulnerable neighbors, which seems to be an afterthought when it needs to be at the forefront.
1. There cannot be an emphasis by our City on just ending the visibility of homelessness;
rather we need to focus on ending homelessness itself. The actions that the City of
Bellingham is taking on its residents experiencing homelessness is futile and
counterproductive. Breaking up the encampments without offering residents sufficient
housing or shelter leaves the residents without any where to go or any sense of support
in getting there.

2. Destroying personal property of these individuals is unacceptable and ineffective.
Taking away and destroying the belongings of individuals is against the law. Moreover,
there is lack of evidence or statistics that show people experiencing homelessness will
move to shelters after a sweep. They are forced to move out of that area into another
area which only puts them into a more harmful situation.
3. There have been cases raised to courts over cruel and unusual punishment in the
context of homelessness, such as in the case Pottinger v. Miami. It is time for our
community leaders to understand that sweeping encampments is inhumane and
unacceptable.
I look forward to joining each of you as we work toward community solutions that meet the
needs of our whole community. I believe that together we can be the seed of the solution.
1. Let us work together to find creative solutions to work alongside our unhoused friends
and neighbors to find them long term sustainable housing.
2. Let us maintain encampments while building more affordable housing. If the worry is
that encampments will be permanent, then start taking action to make them not
permanent and provide opportunity elsewhere.
3. Let us increase shelter accessibility. There simply are not enough accessible and trauma
informed shelter beds and space for the population that is currently experiencing
homelessness.
4. Let us ensure that our shelters are accessible to everyone, regardless of age, race, sex,
neurodiversity, or health issues.
5. Let us limit encampment disruptions. If adults are working on saving for affordable living
or trying to get their basic needs met, doing a sweep on their home is not in the best
interest of them or our collective community.
Keep on keepin’ on!

Jason McGill, Executive Director
Northwest Youth Services

